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Abstract—Subgraph search in a massive background graph,
i.e., pattern matching in graphs, is a challenging problem,
particularly in an interactive usage scenario where fast response
time is important. Our approach, PruneJuice [1], is based on
two intuitions: first, rather than directly searching for individual
matches, it is cheaper to eliminate vertices and edges of the
background graph that do not participate in any match. Second,
to perform this pruning process, it is possible to decompose a
search pattern into a set of constraints, and use each of these
constraints to eliminate non-matching vertices and edges. This
paper explores the feasibility of indexing the background graph
to accelerate the checking of non-local constraints (e.g., cycles
and paths), the most expensive phase of pruning.

In particular, we demonstrate that indexing labeled triangle
(i.e., a 3-Cycle) participation is a valuable acceleration technique.
Additionally, we observe that labeled triangle counts at edges can
be employed to detect 3-Paths that have terminal points with
non-unique labels, at relatively little extra cost. Such paths and
triangles are basic sub-constraints that can be used to rapidly
prune non-matching vertices and edges. As proof of concept,
we show that, using triangle information alone, indexing further
accelerates expensive queries in PruneJuice by up to 500× on
billion-edge graphs.

Index Terms—pattern matching, subgraph isomorphism, tri-
angle counting, distributed computing

I. INTRODUCTION

Subgraph isomorphism within large graphs is a challenging
and important computation and the focus of many decades of
algorithmic improvements [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7]. Modern
graph datasets and the associated subgraph queries often have
vertex labels involved, which requires underlying algorithms
that are more sophisticated, but has the beneficial side effect
that the computational complexity of a query is more palatable.

Labeled graph pattern matching detects whether a small
labeled and connected query motif or template subgraph, H,
exists within a massive background graph, G. We use symbols
H(W,F ,L) to represent the search template H, its vertex set
W , edge set F , and label set L. Similarly, G(V, E ,L) is the
background graph, its edge set E , vertex set V , and label set
L, which is shared with H. We concentrate on developing
scalable approaches to perform pattern matching in the case
where the query motif is small (say W is around 10 vertices)
and the background graph is massive (say E is up to trillions of
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Fig. 1: An example of interactive incremental subgraph search: the user
begins with the left-most search pattern, (a), and runs a query. Next, based
on the query response, the user incrementally revises the search pattern by
adding/removing edges and changing vertex labels, in the sequence shown.
The user desires a fast response time to each query, and not all types of pattern
updates can recycle previous information effectively. A distinct colored shape
represents a unique vertex label.

edges) and relatively sparse (common in real-world datasets).
Additionally, we are particularly focused on the case where the
motif(s) of interest are not fully known and the user desires
variants of a motif to be searched automatically or in an
interactive manner.

Our recent work on labeled graph pattern matching [8], [1],
[9], [10], [11], [12] has at its core a distributed constraint
checking algorithm that breaks down a search motif in an
ordered list of constraints, and check them at each vertex to
eliminate the vertices and edges that cannot participate in the
queried motif. This iteratively refines a subgraph G? ⊂ G,
whose vertices and edges participate in one or more match-
ing subgraphs. These constraints are divided into two basic
classes: (i) local constraints - that can be cheaply checked
for a vertex by seeing if neighboring vertices of all required
types still exist; and (ii) non-local constraints - where a more
expensive checking, involving vertices and edges outside a
vertex’s one-hop neighborhood, must be performed (Fig. 5).

Reducing the computation and communication cost of
checking non-local constraints can vastly reduce the runtime
and improve the scalability of the system as these are the most
expensive phases of the search. Indexing, i.e., precomputing
graph statistics that are likely associated with the queried
motifs, is one way to realize these savings. Our intuition is that
indexing is likely worth the upfront cost - either to optimize
overall cost as the cost of building an index is amortized over
time, or simply to improve the user’s interactive experience
with the search system.

As the design space is extremely large, in this paper, we
test this hypothesis in a more limited scenario: we choose
an interactive pattern matching scenario [13], [14], [15], [12]
where a user searches a sequence of queries as the search



Fig. 2: Percentage of small unlabeled motifs involving at least one triangle (blue, left) at least one shortest path of length 3 (red, left) and neither (purple,
log-scale, right). This demonstrates why indexing based on participation in labeled triangles and 3-Paths is highly useful for interactive pattern matching.

template is altered by the user in response to results to the
previous searches (see the illustrative example in Fig. 1). At
the same time, we note that other scenarios are likely to ben-
efit from precomputing sub-constraints: e.g., in approximate
pattern matching [16], [11], or a motif learning application
[11] where hundreds or thousands of variants of search motifs
might be queried concurrently.

Once we have decided to take an indexing approach, a
number of questions must be answered: What to index? What
is the cost of building the index, storing it, and accessing it?
And, finally, does it pay off? What is the degree of acceleration
(if any) the indexing approach enables?

For this proof of concept, we have considered indexing
edge participation in triangles and certain 3-Paths for two
reasons: first, these are some of the simplest sub-constraints
a non-local constraint can be decomposed into, and, second,
there exists optimized techniques/infrastructures to compute
triangles which can be extended to 3-Paths (as we explain
below).

Counting triangles locally at edges (or vertices) is an im-
portant and computationally challenging graph analysis kernel,
and is used to perform truss decomposition [17], enhance
community detection [18], [19], clustering coefficient and
transitivity ratio [20], and provides a useful local graph feature
for machine learning techniques to utilize topology to asses
roles [21], [22], et cetera. Much research has been done
to design, implement, and analyze algorithms that efficiently
perform this kernel: classic graph-theoretic works [23], [24],
[25], many recent submissions to the IEEE HPEC Graph
Challenge [26] (including work from our team [27]), and
other recent works [28] from the broader research community.
We modify the triangle counting kernel to store every edge
participation in every type of labeled triangle, and use this
to accelerate general pattern query involving triangles as
a demonstration of the benefits of indexing in interactive
subgraph queries.

Our contributions are summarized as follows:

� We demonstrate that indexing labeled triangle participa-
tion is a valuable acceleration technique. Additionally, we
observe that labeled triangle counts at edges could be
employed to detect 3-Paths that have terminal points with
non-unique labels, at relatively little extra cost. Such paths
and triangles are basic sub-constraints that can be used to

rapidly prune non-matching vertices and edges. As proof
of concept, we show that using triangle information alone
further accelerates expensive queries in PruneJuice [1] by
orders of magnitude on billion-edge graphs.

� We derive a simple, yet efficient, formula that allows
computation of an edge’s participation in labeled 3-Paths
from an edge’s labeled triangle participation.

� We extend our previous distributed and asynchronous trian-
gle enumeration and pattern matching capabilities [1], [10]
to precompute and store triangle participation at edges, and
use these statistics to rapidly prune fundamental non-local
constraints in challenging pattern matching queries.

� We evaluate our proof of concept implementation using
eight real-world graphs, with up to 14 billion edges, on
up to 64 compute nodes. We demonstrate application of
our technique for both labeled and unlabeled subgraph
queries with billions of matches in the background graph.
We empirically compare our work with two state-of-the-art
pattern matching systems. We show up to 500× speedup
when the competing solution was able to finish the task. Our
new solution can comfortably handle queries in large graphs
for which the other systems would either experience a crash
or incur prohibitively slow processing; in such cases, the
gain is multiple orders of magnitude.

II. TECHNIQUES FOR INDEXING TRIANGLES AND 3-PATHS

The most fundamental types of non-local constraints that
must be checked in general templates are short-cycles and
short-paths with non-unique labels at their endpoints. Of these,
triangles and 3-Paths are a sweet spot of being relatively easy
to compute edge participation and being highly ubiquitous in
motifs of potential interest within practical applications (for
non-bipartite graphs). To quantify this statement, in Fig. 2
we plot the percentage of unlabeled motifs that have either

Fig. 3: When querying for a motif, a priori knowledge of sub-constraint
participation can speedup the query. Here, the red dotted edge in the motif
(left), must participate in two different labeled triangles (center), and two
different labeled 3-Paths with non-unique terminal labels (right).



a triangle or a 3-Path for all motifs (connected subgraphs)
involving up to 9 vertices, showing essentially all motifs could
potentially benefit from the indexing for larger patterns.

Triangles. We compute and store labeled triangle partic-
ipation in the background graph G(V, E ,L) represented as
GT . For label θ ∈ L, let t(θ)(i,j) be the number of triangles
of type {`(i), `(j), θ} at edge (i, j) ∈ E . Because the two of
the labels are specified by the incident vertices, full triangle
type participation counts can be stored sparsely at each edge
indexed by the type of the third vertex. The worst-case bounds
on storage requirements are the minimum of O(|E||L|) and
O(|T |), (where T is the set of unique triangles in G), but
simple compression strategies yield O(|E|) (see §II-A).

The neighborhood of vertex i ∈ V is denoted Ni. Let the
chromatic degree of i, d(θ)i , be the number of vertices j ∈ Ni
such that `(j) = θ. Chromatic degree cost and storage could
require O(|E|) in its worst case.

3-Paths. The number of 3-Paths with terminal vertices
having the same label θ is written p(θ)(i,j), and counts 3-Paths of
the form {h, i, j, k} with h, k ∈ V such that `(h) = `(k) = θ.
Given t(θ)(i,j) and the chromatic degree of i and j, d(θ)i and d(θ)j ,

respectively, we have a simple formula to compute p(θ)(i,j). Let
δ(., .) be a boolean delta function that is 1 if and only if the
arguments are equal. The formula is listed below and Fig. 4
shows an example.

(4)(5)− 2 (5− 1)(5)− 2 (5− 1)(6− 1)− 2

Fig. 4: Three prototypical examples of computing p(θ)
(i,j)

using t(θ)
(i,j)

= 2 and

chromatic degrees d(θ)i ∈ {4, 5}, d(θ)j ∈ {5, 6}. Edge (i, j) (red, dotted) is
incident to 0, 1 and 2 θ-labeled vertices (left, center, right, respectively).

p
(θ)
(i,j) =

(
d
(θ)
i − δ(`(i), θ)

)(
d
(θ)
j − δ(`(j), θ)

)
− t(θ)(i,j).

As spelled out in more detail in the next section, the
addition storage required for storing labeled triangle counts
is O(|E||L|), for dense vector storage. For sparse storage, the
worst case storage is O(|T |). Typically, the sparse storage
requirements are nowhere near that for real-world scale-free
graphs as realizing the worst case requires no edge participat-
ing in more than one of any type of triangle. Moreover, the
storage is also easily compressed to O(|E|) (see §II-A).

Therefore, computing labeled triangle participation and sim-
ple graph statistics (chromatic degree) yields a rich set of
important sub-motifs (labeled triangles and 3-Paths with non-
unique terminal labels) for acceleration.

A. Storage and Lossy Label Compression

For a labeled graph G(V, E ,L) with |L| labels, each edge
(a, b) participates in at most |L| types of labeled triangles,
as triangle {a, b, c} has type {`(a), `(b), `(c)} and the first
two entries are specified by the edge. Therefore, storage of

all counts of all types of triangles involves a length-|L| vector
t(a,b) at every edge (a, b) ∈ E , yielding a O(|E||L|) storage
requirement. In many massive-scale applications, |L| can be
fairly large (say 104), and number of triangles at the average
edge is much smaller that |L|, so sparse storage of t(a,b)
typically offers memory better than the worst case O(|T |),
versus the dense O(|E||L|) storage.

If local triangle diversity is high, then the sparse storage
is O(|T |), which could be unacceptable in regimes where
linear storage is desired. Lossy compression techniques can
easily be employed to yield O(|E|) storage for information
regarding potential participation in each triangle types. A
simple compression is `c ← (`% q), where q is a small integer
(say q = 64), although more sophisticated techniques that
factor in label frequency or triangle type frequency are also
fairly simple (although not developed here).

Although the compression is lossy, we are still able to
reliably utilize compressed triangle type participation in con-
straint checking to prune edges and vertices that are unable to
participate in the queried motif. However, the more aggressive
the compression technique is, the less aggressive the pruning
will tend to be.

Similarly, the number of types of length 3-Paths with non-
unique terminal points that (a, b) can participate in is |L|, as
3-Path {z, a, b, c} has type {`(z), `(a), `(b), `(c)}, the middle
two entries are specified by the edge, and `(z) = `(c). A
length-|L| vector p(a,b) can store every possible type, which
takes O(|E||L|) memory, in the dense case. Sparsity alone is
less useful here, in practice, as the global number of 3-paths
with non-unique labels can be quite a bit larger than O(|T |) in
large in real-world datasets. However, the simple lossy label
compression described above makes the storage of compressed
3-Path participation O(|E|).

III. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

We capitalize on our past work on constraint checking which
enables scalable exact pattern matching [1], [10]. Following
this approach, a search template is decomposed into a set of
constraints, for which each vertex and edge (in the background
graph) that participates in a match, must meet. By verifying
these constraints, the system prunes the background graph
into a solution subgraph, which only contains the vertices and
edges that participate in at least one match (with guarantees for
100% precision and 100% recall upon convergence). Our dis-
tributed implementation of the constraint checking technique
is called PruneJuice [1]; the system is implemented on top
of HavoqGT [29], an MPI-based graph framework leverag-
ing distributed asynchronous processing [30], [31]. HavoqGT
follows the vertex-cut graph partitioning approach [30].

Vertex Constraints in PruneJuice. To participate in an exact
match, a vertex must satisfy two types of constraints: local
and non-local, (Fig. 5 (top) presents an example). Local con-
straints involve only the vertex and its neighborhood: a vertex
participating in an exact match needs to have non-eliminated
edges to non-eliminated vertices labeled as prescribed by the
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Fig. 5: (Top) Local and non-local constraints of a template: Local constraints
involve a vertex and its immediate neighborhood; here, the blue (square)
vertex has four neighbors with distinct labels. On the right, the various non-
local constraints that can be generated: CC - cycle constraints, PC - path
constraints and TDS - template-driven search constraints. Since the template
has overlapping cycles, checking the TDS constraint is required. (Bottom)
Three examples that illustrate the need for non-local constraint checking:
invalid structures (on the right of each template) that would survive in a
graph if only local constraints are used. (Reproduced from [1], [11])

adjacency structure of its corresponding vertex in the search
template.

Non-local constraints are topological requirements beyond
the immediate neighborhood of a vertex. These are required
by some classes of templates (with cycles or repeated vertex
labels) and require additional checks to guarantee that all non-
matching vertices are eliminated. (Fig. 5 (bottom) illustrates
the need for these additional checks with examples). Prune-
Juice leverages a token passing approach for checking non-
local constraints. Essentially, non-local constraints are directed
walks in the search template. A vertex in the background graph
that is part of a match, verifies all the non-local constraints
for which it is a match for the source vertex in the search
template; that is, a walk starting from the vertex and similar
to that specified in the constraint, must exist in the background
graph [1], [10].

New Edge Constraints. In this work, we add the checking of
edge constraints to our constraint checking approach for exact
pattern matching. In addition to local and non-local vertex
constraints, template decomposition now identifies a set of
edge constraints. An edge constraint aims at encoding non-
local structural properties of the source and destination vertices
of the edge, and hence, can eliminate the need for checking
some non-local vertex constraints using token passing; Fig. 6
shows an example. Our edge constraint checking relies on the
subgraph indexing technique discussed in the previous section.
In this preliminary work, we limit the scope to indexing
triangle substructures only.

Triangle Indexing. Alg. 1 is the top-level procedure
for the target interactive search scenario (§I). Here, the
two key routines are TRIANGLE INDEXING and SOLU-
TION SUBGRAPH. TRIANGLE INDEXING takes the la-
beled background graph G as input, and produces labeled
triangle index graph GT . We implement a distributed asyn-
chronous triangle indexing algorithm, where the core triangle
listing routine share similarities with the degree-based triangle
counting technique described in [32]. We, however, do not

Edge constraints

Template

(1) (2) (4)(3)

Fig. 6: Some of the edge constraints for the example template in Fig. 5. An
edge is shown in sold red and the rest of the edges of a triangle incident
on the edge are shown using broken lines. These edge constraints eliminate
the need for verifying most of the non-local constraints in Fig. 5 using token
passing.

preprocess the graph and our technique supports both directed
and undirected graphs. Each edge in GT stores the label of the
third vertex (forming a triangle with the edge) in a hash-based
data structure, one copy per unique label. Our implementation
also supports an unlabeled scenario, which stores the vertex
itself on the edge (see §IV-A).

Algorithm 1 Interactive Search
1: Input: background graph G(V, E ,L), template revisions
Hx(Vx, Ex), x := {1, ..., k}, k is the number of revisions

2: Output: for each template revision, the solution subgraph G∗x
(and, if requested, full match enumeration or match count)

3: GT ← TRIANGLE INDEXING(G)
4: do
5: G∗x ← SOLUTION SUBGRAPH(GT ,Hx) . invokes Alg. 2
6: output G∗x; (optionally, output full match enumeration or

match count)
7: while there are template revisions to search

Algorithm 2 Search Routine for a Single Template

1: procedure SOLUTION SUBGRAPH (GT , p)
2: J0 ← edge constraint set of p
3: K0 ← non-local constraint set of p
4: G? ← LOCAL CONSTRAINT CHECKING (GT , p)
5: if p has edge constraints then
6: G? ← EDGE CONSTRAINT CHECKING (G?, p,J0)
7: if any edge in G? has been eliminated then
8: G? ← LOCAL CONSTRAINT CHECKING (G?, p)
9: while K0 is not empty do

10: pick and remove next constraint C0 from K0

11: G?←NON LOCAL CONSTRAINT CHECK(G?, p, C0)
12: if any vertex in G? has been eliminated or
13: has one of its potential matches removed then
14: G? ← LOCAL CONSTRAINT CHECKING (G?, p)
15: return G?

Edge Constraint Checking. Alg. 2 is the high-level pseu-
docode for searching a single template - it extends the original
PruneJuice infrastructure to support edge constraint checking.
The constraint decomposition procedure first identifies edge
constraints (J0), then additional non-local vertex constraints
(for which, the current edge constraint checking technique
cannot guarantee correctness).

The high-level implementation description of the new
EDGE CONSTRAINT CHECKING routine is the following:
if labels of source and destination vertices of an edge in
the background graph match labels of source and destination



vertices of a template edge which has triangle edge constraints,
the graph edge verifies whether it meets all the triangle edge
constraints of the corresponding template edge (i.e., the graph
edge label buffer contains the required vertex label(s)). If
the graph edge does not meet all constraints of the corre-
sponding template edge, the graph edge is eliminated. Follow-
ing EDGE CONSTRAINT CHECKING, we need to invoke
LOCAL CONSTRAINT CHECKING to eliminate additional
vertices and edges that were invalidated as a result of edge
elimination by EDGE CONSTRAINT CHECKING.

Key Benefits of Edge Constraints. Edge constraints have
the potential of eliminating the need for many non-local
vertex constraints in PruneJuice. The token passing approach
used by PruneJuice for non-local constraint checking incurs
inter-partition communication; which, for graphs with dense
matches and skewed topology, suffers from load imbalance
issues, and becomes the performance bottleneck [1].

In Fig. 5, checking the TDS non-local vertex constraint
requires five hop walks, i.e., a network message can be relayed
up to four times (the most latency prone scenario is when
all the vertices in the path of the walk reside on different
graph partitions on different compute nodes). The same non-
local properties can be verified using the edge constraint
in Fig. 6(1), locally - leveraging the triangle participation
information stored on an edge, without incurring inter-partition
communication at query time. We study the impact of edge
constraints on search performance in §IV-B.

IV. EVALUATION

Testbed. We use a partition of a larger cluster [33] with
Mellanox Infiniband interconnect and two-socket nodes with
12-core Intel Xeon E5-2695v2 @2.4GHz processors and
128GB of memory. We also use a large shared memory
platform: the machine is equipped with two Intel Xeon E5-
2695v4 @2.10GHz CPU-sockets - a total of 36 CPU-cores/72
hardware threads, and 90MB L3 memory, and 1.5TB main
memory.

Datasets. Table I summarizes the main characteristics of
the datasets used for evaluation and shows their storage
requirements. For all graphs, we created undirected versions.
These real-world datasets have been used in various studies;
please refer to the respective reference(s) for details about
these datasets.

TABLE I: Graph datasets used. Here, the dataset size is the combined size of
graph topology and vertex labels (where applicable).

Type |V| 2|E| dmax davg dstdev Size
Reddit [34], [1] Real 3.9B 14B 19M 3.7 483.3 460GB
Friendster [35] Real 66M 3.6B 5.2K 55 106.8 59GB
Twitter [36] Real 41.7M 2.9B 3M 47.7 2.1K 47GB
CiteSeer [7] Real 3.3K 9.4K 99 3.6 3.4 741KB
Mico [7] Real 100K 2.2M 1.4K 22 37.1 36MB
Patent [7] Real 2.7M 28M 789 10.2 10.8 480MB
YouTube [7] Real 4.6M 88M 2.5K 19.2 21.7 1.4GB
LiveJournal [37] Real 4.8M 69M 20K 17 36 1.2GB

TABLE II: Triangle index statistic for different datasets. For the Twitter, graph
we used two different versions - directed (dir) for the unlabeled cases and
undirected (undir) for the labeled cases. ‘-’ means did not run the experiment
for the dataset.

Unlabeled Labeled
#Triangles Avg. #vertices Time Avg. #labels Time

per edge per edge
CiteSeer 1.1K 1 0.4s - -
Mico 12.5M 76 1.2s - -
Patent 6.9M 2 5.5s - -
Youtube 84.0M 7 24.3s 5 28.2s
LiveJournal 80.7M 11 18.2s 9 22.1s
Twitter (dir) 17.0B 102 1.7min - -
Twitter (undir) 34.8B - - 18 10.1min
Friendster 4.2B 8 1.6min 5 1.6min
Reddit 46.7M 1 4.3min 1 4.6min

We design experiments to demonstrate the advantage of our
graph indexing technique - how it accelerates subgraph search
within the constraint checking pipeline. In this preliminary
study, we only consider search queries that benefit from
indexing triangle substructures. Using labeled queries, we
present comparison with the original PruneJuice (PJ). In the
remaining of the section, we call our new technique, PJI - short
for PruneJuice-Indexed. We also compare PJI with another
state-of-the-art system, Arabesque [7], for counting unlabeled
4-Cliques. Unless otherwise specified, for Reddit, Friendster
and Twitter graphs, we run experiments on 64 compute nodes
(the background graph is partitioned and distributed across
64 compute nodes). We use the large memory single node
machine for smaller CiteSeer, Mico, Patent, Youtube and
LiveJournal graphs, for comparison between Arabesque, PJ
and PJI. We run each experiment 10 times and report the
average runtime.

A. Triangle Index Generation

Table II lists statistic of triangle indices for graph datasets
in Table I. In the labeled case, each edge stores the label of the
third vertex that forms a triangle (with the edge); where as, in
the unlabeled case, the third vertex itself is stored on an edge.
Table III lists the maximum number of unique vertex labels for
each dataset, which is orders of magnitude smaller compared
the number of vertices in the graph; hence, compared to the
unlabeled case, the storage requirement of the labeled case is
much lower as well - highlighted by lower average number
of items per edge in Table II. (In this work, we do not use
the space-efficient compression technique discussed in §II-A.)
Among all datasets, the dense Twitter graph has the highest
number of triangles, as well as the highest per edge storage
requirement. Due to memory limitation, a directed version of
the Twitter graph was used for the unlabeled case (§IV-C).

B. Labeled Subgraph Search Performance

We consider the search scenario in Fig. 7: The user begins
with template (a) but realizes the search needs to be more
focused so moves to template (b) which has an additional
edge (b, c). Next, the user revises the template by adding
two edges: (b, e) and (c, e); thus, constructs template (b) and
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Fig. 7: An example showing a sequence of patterns searched in the indexed
background graph. Each vertex in a pattern has a unique label.

searches it; the user then adds another edge, (a, e), to construct
template (c). We have chosen these search patterns as they
have dense matches in the graph datasets we used; hence,
they stress the system in terms of network traffic volume
and memory consumption. Note that each query begins by
searching in the original background graph; for example, we
do not search template (b) within the pruned graph resulting
from searching template (a) (as in [12]). For certain types of
simple updates to the query pattern (such as changing a vertex
label or vertex deletion), information from the previous result
may not be efficiently employed, so we gauge speedup for
starting over in each update.

Table III compares runtimes of PJ and PJI for searching
templates (b) – (d) in Fig. 7. The table also shows the
maximum number of vertex labels for each dataset. Here,
reported runtime for PJI does not include the triangle index
generation time (listed in Table II). The idea is that the one-
time cost of indexing is amortized over multiple searches on
the same (labeled triangle indexed) background graph.

The advantage of inclusion of edge constraints (i.e., la-
beled triangle indexing) in the constraint checking pipeline
is highlighted by PJI’s vastly superior search performance
on the larger real-world graphs. For the highly skewed and
dense Twitter graph with a large index size (Table II), for
template Fig. 8(b), PJI achieves a staggering ∼500× speedup.
For more complex templates Fig. 8 (c) and (d), compared
to template Fig. 8(b), require checking additional non-local
constraints, for all the graphs, PJI significantly outperforms
the original PruneJuice (e.g., for Twitter, PJ did not finish
in 2.0+ hours, where PJI only took 2.1 and 12.8 seconds,
respectively). In these examples, PJI’s performance advantage
is down to the formulation of edge constraints that replace the
need for some vertex non-local constraint checks using token
passing (described in §III).

TABLE III: Comparison of search performance, using labeled patterns,
between PJ and PJI. For Youtube and LiveJournal graphs, we run experiments
on the shared memory machine; the rest of the experiments use 64 compute
nodes. PJI runtimes do not include time spent in labeled triangle indexing
(Table II). Except for Youtube, vertex labels are uniformly distributed in the
background graph.

Fig.7(b) Fig.7(c) Fig.7(d)
#Vertex PJ PJI PJ PJI PJ PJI

labels
Youtube 108 0.3s 0.7s 4.4s 0.8s 3.1s 1.5s
LiveJournal 100 3.3s 1.9s 2.5s 1.0s 2.9s 1.4s
Twitter (undir) 50 21.7min 2.6s 2.0hr+ 2.1s 2.0hr+ 12.8s
Friendster 25 22.1s 3.3s 6.0min 3.0s 7.8min 48.8s
Reddit 50 1.6min 36.5s 43.0s 6.3s 18.8s 3.8s
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Fig. 8: Runtime breakdown: LCC - local constraint checking, NLCC - token
passing based non-local constraint checking, and ECC - edge constraint
checking. The figure also shows speedup achieved by PJI over PJ, the original
PruneJuice. ECC phases are in PJI only (we request the the reader to zoom
in to see this step in the plots).

Fig. 8 shows, for a number of experiments, runtime broken
down to individual constraint checking phases. Many edge
constraints can be verified locally (the triangle and diamond
substructures in the templates in Fig.7) without the need for
inter-partition communication. The token passing approach
used for vertex non-local constraints checking in the original
PruneJuice inherently incurs inter-partition communication;
which, for dense matches and skewed topology, becomes the
performance bottleneck [1].

The constraint checking pipeline produces the solution sub-
graph (union of all template matches) from which individual
matches can be listed. Table IV lists, for each background
graph, the number of vertices and edges in the solution graph
of each template in Fig. 7.

C. Unlabeled Subgraph Search Performance

Table V compares performance of PJI with Arabesque
and the original PruneJuice for counting unlabeled 4-Cliques.
Arabseque is an Apache Spark based exact matching system
which accelerates the search by replicating the input graph
on all parallel worker nodes [7] (whereas ours is a scale-out
solution). For this experiment, we run all three solutions on the
shared memory machine (which has 72 hardware threads and
1.5TB main memory). (We use the shared memory machine
as we have observed that Arabesque performs poorly on
multiple nodes.) For PJI, we also present time for counting
the unlabeled diamond pattern (two triangles sharing an edge).
Since we search a single unlabeled pattern, here, the reported
runtime for PJI includes the triangle index generation time
listed in Table II.

TABLE IV: Vertex (|V ∗|) and edge (2|E∗|) match count for the labeled
patterns in Fig. 7

Fig.7(b) Fig.7(c) Fig.7(d)
|V | 2|E| |V | 2|E| |V | 2|E|

Youtube 821 1.7K 68 166 12 32
LiveJrnl. 754 1.9K 330 1.2K 215 1.1K
Twitter 456K 4.5M 263K 4.4M 178K 3.7M
Frndstr. 3.1M 34.8M 1.9M 25.7M 1.1M 13.5M
Reddit 820K 1.6M 17.5K 35.9K 0 0



TABLE V: Performance comparison between Arabesque, PJ and PJI. The
table shows runtimes for counting unlabeled diamond and 4-Clique patterns.
PJI runtimes include time spent in triangle generation listed in Table II.
Experiments that use smaller graphs, we run them on a single node. ‘-’ means
did not run the experiment for the dataset.

Diamond 4-Clique
PJI Arabesque PJ PJI

CiteSeer 0.4s 3.6s 0.06s 0.5s
Mico 1.3s 1min 72min 1.2min
Patent 5.5s 2.2min 32.8s 6.2s
Youtube 24.6s Crash 6.4min 42.6s
LiveJournal 18.3s 2.5hr+ 1.8hr 5.1min
Twitter (dir) 1.8min - - 6.0hr+
Friendster 1.6min - - 13.1min
Reddit 4.3min - - 6.6min

Results show, as the graph scale increases, PJI offers sig-
nificant advantage over other two systems. For the Youtube
graph, PJI is ∼9× faster than PJ. For the LiveJournal graph,
PJI offers ∼21× speedup over PJ. Arabesque crashes for the
Youtube graph and did not finish the search in LiveJournal in
2.5 hours.

PJI enables searching unlabeled 4-Cliques in the larger
graphs. Table II also lists time for counting diamonds and
4-Cliques in the larger Twitter, Friendster and Reddit graphs
(using 64 compute nodes), often in reasonable time. Results
show Friendster has over 9B 4-Cliques, and the larger, yet
sparse, Reddit graph has ∼900M diamond patterns but no 4-
Clique.

PJI is able to address some of the performance bottlenecks
of PJ caused by load imbalance in the presence of heavily
skewed graphs [1]. This is highlighted by ∼7× speedup
over PJ for the small, yet highly dense as well as skewed,
Mico graph which has about half billion 4-Cliques. Within
PJI, after triangle indexing, counting the diamond pattern is
cheap: each graph partition first counts the local diamonds (no
inter-partition communication is required). The global count
can be obtained by a single collective operation over all the
graph partitions. Once diamonds are identified, the problem of
counting 4-Clique is reduced to identifying the presence of an
additional edge (requiring remote communication).

D. Discussion

Our experimental results suggest indexing offers significant
advantage in the presence of large graphs and for search
queries that have frequent matches in the background graph.
In Table III, for the smaller Youtube and LiveJournal graphs,
PJI’s advantage over PJ is not as significant as for the three
other larger graphs. In fact, in two cases, Youtube Fig. 7(b)
(Table III) and CiteSeer 4-Clique (Table V), PJI fails to
circumvent the overhead of the infrastructure that enables
the indexing-based solution1. For larger graphs, however, this
overhead is often negligible.

1The single node experiments do not involve network communication.
However, in the distributed setting, competed to PJ, PJI can significantly
decrease the volume of network traffic.

Note that although we determined indexing 3-Paths with
non-unique terminal labels has similar storage and compu-
tational setup cost, we did not use it in the experimental
results of this paper. For the background graphs and query
patterns evaluated, triangle indexing alone was enough to
demonstrate the proof of concept has excellent acceleration
properties. For bipartite query patterns and/or near-bipartite
background graphs (having relatively few labeled triangles),
indexing such 3-paths would become more important for an
economical interactive graph pattern matching query system.

V. RELATED WORK

Arabesque [7] is a distributed exact subgraph matching
framework, implemented on top of Apache Spark [38] and
Giraph [39]. Arabesque provides an API based on the Think
Like an Embedding (TLE) paradigm, to express graph mining
algorithms and a Bulk Synchronous Parallel (BSP) implemen-
tation of the embedding (pattern) search engine. Arabesque
replicates the input graph on all worker nodes, hence, the
largest graph scale it can support is limited by the size of
the memory of a single node. QFrag [37] is a general purpose
exact matching system, built on top of Arabesque. Similar to
Arabesque, QFrag uses data replication to enable search paral-
lelism. QFrag employs a sophisticated load balancing strategy
to reduce time-to-solution. A new framework Fractal [40], also
based on the TLE abstraction, addresses several limitations
of Arabesque to offer improved performance and memory
efficiency. TriAD [41], an MPI-based distributed RDF [42]
engine based on an asynchronous distributed join algorithm.
GraphFrames [43], [44] is a graph processing library for
Apache Spark, also based on distributed join operations.
PGX.D/Async [45] is a distributed system offering exact
matching. It relies on asynchronous depth-first traversal for
match enumeration.

SAHAD [46] and FASCIA [47] are distributed implemen-
tations of the color-coding algorithm [6], originally devel-
oped for approximating the count of tree-like patterns in
protein-protein interaction networks. [48] extends the color-
coding algorithm to count patterns with a restricted of cycles.
ASAP [49] is a distributed system enabling approximate match
counting within a given error bound. Like Arabesque, ASAP
provides a high-level API for implementing graph mining
algorithms. Distributed approximate matching solutions based
on graph simulation [50] are proposed in [51] and [52].

In the past, frequent subgraph indexing has been used to
reduce the number of join operations (between subgraph struc-
tures) and to lower query response time, e.g., SpiderMine [53],
R-Join [54], C-Tree [55], SAPPER [16], TriAD [41], and
the contributions by Sun et al. [56] and Gao et al. [57].
Unfortunately, for a billion-edge graph, this approach is not
always practical and often difficult to generalize: First, without
significant computing resources, searching frequent subgraphs
in a large graph is expensive. Second, depending on the
topology of the search template(s) and the background graph,
the size of the index is often superlinear relative to the size of
the graph [56].
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